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2.30 - 4.30 pm
UM01 FBBB01 - Communication Skills for International Business I

Total Marks: 60

Q.1
(A) Attempt the following questions: (10)

(1) How does Julius Obi happen to step on the sacrificial egg?
(2) How does Zeinat's special kind of relationship with the President grow?

(B) Write a short note on : Balthazar (OS)
OR

Q.1
(A) Attempt the following questions:

(1) Describe Ibra's rise to power and wealth.
(2) Why does Mammie feel like a criminal at the post office?

(B) Write a brief note on : The hopes and fears of a woman writer

Q.2
(A) Fill in the blanks using appropriate forms of the verbs given in brackets:

(1) She me about a road accident last week. (tell)
(2) Arguing with a fool there are two. (prove)
(3) Mr. Shah ill since Monday. (have + be)
(4) See, they . (come)
(5) The richest man ~ 10 Lakh tomorrow. (donate)

(B) Fill in the blanks using appropriate moclals to bring out meanings given in
brackets:
(1) They lose this important match. (possibility)
(2) She do it when she was young. (past ability)
(3) we go for a walk. (suggestion)
(4) We keep our surrounding clean. (moral obligation)
(5) You advise your neighbour. (absence of necessity)

(C) Write a paragraph on anyone of the following:
(1) Knowledge speaks but wisdom listens
(2) Experience is the best teacher

OR

(10)

(05)

(OS)

(05)

(OS)

Q.2
(A) Fill in the blanks using appropriate forms of the words given in brackets: (OS)

(1) It was a case. (doubt)
(2) Mr. John's nature is . (support)
(3) Sardar Patel was Ieader. (courage)
(4) Unity is our . (strong)
(5) Don't wear clothes. (dirt)



Q.3

(A) Fill in the blanks with suitable verbal phrases given in brackets: (05)
(1) I myoid friend at the airport.

(came across, came along, came about)
(2) The old man was his glasses.

(looking for, looking into, looking after)
(3) Deval her father. .

(takes in, takes after, takes off)
(4) She was not prepared to such rude behaviour.

(put on, put up with, put about)
(5) They must their efforts.

(carry off, carry on, carry away)
(8) Choose the appropriate meanings from the brackets for the underlined (05)

idiomatic expressions in the following sentences:
(1) He told me everything in nutshell.

(8) Change the voice:
(1) They are watching a match now.
(2) Why did you do it?
(3) You can do it easily.
(4) The new bridge has been built by the Government.
(5) It is time to close the shop.

(C) Write a paragraph on anyone of the followiOO:
(1) My first day in the college
(2) Corruption

(in detail, in short, angrily)
(2) He lost his face after the scandal.

(lost his life, lost his reputation, lost money)
(3) The sales manager is in the soup.

(in trouble, in the restaurant, in power)
(4) They wanted his apology in black and white.

(black money, writing, without delay)
(5) Work hard or face the music.

(listen to musical jingles, face the enemy, face the results)
(C) Choose appropriate synonyms from the following list for the underlined

words in the sentences:
(shallow, frank, futile, clumsy, prospered)
(1) His attempt was useless.
(2) The interview with the film star was candid.
(3) It was his awkward expression.
(4) In the course of time his business thrived.
(5) Superficial knowledge is dangerous.

OR

(05)

(05)

(OS)

Q.3
(A) Fill in the blanks using appropriate forms of phrasal verbs given in

brackets:

(1) He smoking last week. (gave up, gave away)
(2) Malaria in the rainy season. (breaks in, breaks out)
(3) Winter has already . (set up. set in)
(4) I have come to my father. (see off, see in)
(5) The grocer did not last Monday. (turn up; turn down)

(OS)



(B) Give one word substitute for the followQlg: (05)
(1) A place where coins are made.
(2) A person who does not believe in~od.
(3) A remedy for all diseases. j
(4) A Government run by people. I
(5) A person whose wife is dead. ""4f

(C) Choose appropriate antonyms from t following list for the underlined (05)words in the sentences:~.\
(reputable, moving, reveal, flexible, artlcial)
(1) He did not like natural colours.
(2) His attitude is rigid.
(3) It is a stationary train.
(4) He is a notorious person.
(5) The peon tried to conceal it.

0.4
(A) Discuss export procedure and necessa«rdocuments for it. (10)
(B) Write a short note on : Indent. (05)

OR '../"

0.4

(A) Discuss import procedure and necessarldocuments for it.(B) Write a short note on : The Bill of Landi•.
(10)
(05)


